
 

Chapter 2 

Review of signal coverage and Channel Allocation in present network 

 

2.1 Introduction: 

 

In this chapter we are concentrating with mechanisms how signal coverage in cellular 

network and how channel allocation (CA) can be done for network user when he enters to 

cell region will be present. First focus is on dividing entire geographical area into cell 

regions where we want to provide signal coverage. Frequency spectrum scarcity has been 

a strong research motivation, collection of research has focused on developing 

methodologies to utilize frequency spectrum as much as it could be. In most cases, insights 

have shown that as it were quarter of the spectrum is well utilized. To use spectrum 

effectively vertical spectrum sharing methodology was introduced called cognitive radio 

(CR) spectrum sensing. In this user who is not prime person to the network are called (SU) 

is going to utilize the frequency channels available in spectrum without disturbing the 

Primary User (PU) [8].  

The name cellular comes from the way that considered geographical areas are split into 

cells, at which BSs are deployed to give the necessary availability for all the UEs. As each 

BS is equipped with at least one antenna to produce the wireless electromagnetic (EM) 

radiation, constitutes a CELL and serves the UEs located under its coverage area. However, 

only a few portions of the range of EM spectrum are allocated for cellular communications 

by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), thereby BSs need to use their radio 

assets as proficiently as possible to provide service for users in a good efficient manner [9]. 

In further research cellular region is divided into sectors based on user signal coverage 

area. 

Wireless innovation has gotten the most exciting area in telecommunication and 

networking. The fast development of portable telephone use, various satellite services, and 

now the wireless Internet and wireless LANs are generating tremendous changes in 

telecommunication and networking. Cellular radio is a technique that was developed to 

increment the limit accessible for mobile radio telephone service. Cellular region is divided 



 

into hexagonal shape so all the cellular regions will be covered without any missing area. 

And in Hexagonal shape the User Equipment (UE) at edges are equity distance from the 

center of the region. With this traditional representation like shown in figure 2.1, signal 

coverage will be done for all location but, due to obstacles present in the region may lead 

to reduced signal power so the RSRP value will be not as good. Because of the low 

measured RSRP value, the user will not have good QoE (Quality of Experience). 

Dynamic Prior to the introduction of cellular radio, mobile radio telephone service 

was only provided by a high-power transmitter/receiver. Channel allocation can be done 

as: 

1. Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA) 

2. Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA) 

3. Spread spectrum. 

 

Figure 2.1: channel reuse 

In FCA for each cell fixed number of channel allocation will be done, allocated 

channels to be used in the cell region. Same frequency can assign to region after N number 

of clusters.  

N=i2+i*j+j2   ……………………………. (1) 

N= cluster size 

i=number of cells crossed in same direction from present cluster. 

j=number of cells crossed with change in direction to reach final cluster where 

present cell channel can be used. 

In DCA based on need in cell the channel allocation can be done. In hybrid 

approach both FCA and DCA methods are used. With genetic algorithms approach the 

cross talk is decreased and nibbled rate of data are increased but the hand off problem is 

not having proper solution [10]. 

The approach to expand the limit of the system is to utilize lower-power systems with 

shorter radius and to use numerous transmitter/receivers [11][12].     

http://www.wirelesscommunication.nl/reference/chaptr04/cellplan/reuse.htm


 

➢ Due to natural calamity like floods, hurricanes, and earthquakes if the BTS 

(antennas) are damaged then the communication cannot be done. 

➢ Due to natural calamity the people will move to relief camp (safe place). 

If we arrange a small BTS (FAP connected to BSC with DSL) then cellular network can 

accommodate. 

The growth of the wireless communication market over the last few years it was 

more and more utilized by users so much; user is most depending on internet. Due the 

obstacles present in this concrete structure of cities the signal may not be propagated to 

each corner of the cell region.  

So small antenna like base transceiver stations is arranged to defeat those problems 

called as FEMTOCELL. This survey is to investigate in handoff, resource allocation for 

femtocell client in occupied state, reduce load on cellular system and FEMTO cell can be 

arranged. Femtocell arrangement can be done based on RSRP value calculation. After 

having RSRP value based on user requirement for data, voice and internet communication 

femtocell arrangement will be done. To achieve this, we are focusing on RSRP value 

calculation process for UE in cell region. After having cell region splitting with well signal 

coverage area, next step is channel allocation for user while is moving from one region to 

cell which is in next region. As we specified above various channel allotment methods will 

be referenced in this chapter.    

 

2.2 RSRP value calculation in cell region 

 

 Present days the focus on signal quality in terms of strength calculation in cellular 

network; this can be estimated based on received signal power. In cities the satellite 

communication is not propagated perfectly because Global Satellite Navigation System 

(GSNS) not able to give position of user properly [13]. Next technologies are like long term 

evaluation or new developed with good solution technologies are used for good 

communication but with these mechanisms also finding user location is a big research 

point. So, the calculating power value plays a major role this values calculation can be done 

based on two parameter values.  

Parameter values are: 



 

• User position with respect to Base Station 

• Angle of projection from user to antenna  

Here main points are user arrival time of arrival into cell region, arrival signal strength of 

user to be updated in frequent interval time in channel selection matrix. With that an 

augmented matrix will be generated which play a key role in channel selection process.  

Signal strength measured in dBm, the 526 dBm is equal to 3.6*109 W. if we get good dBm 

value then signal strength is good it leads to good communication.  

 

Figure 2.2: user position in cell region 

 In above figure 2.2 user position can be estimated from antenna location as (x1,y1). 

Network representation called as layout picture will give the entire details like position of 

different base or central station or antenna to innovation which is used for communication 

purpose. Next spectrum utilizing person or user coordinated will be measured with angle 

of projection and signal arrival positions.   

Distance d= sqrt((x2-x1)2+(y2-y1)2) ………………………………(2) 

Note: sqrt is the method used to calculate square root.  

Or distance can be calculated based on RSSI value. 

 Distance d=10 (messured_power-RSSI)/(10*N) …………………..(3) 

Here N is the number slots available for communication.  

RSSI is Received signal strength Indicator.  



 

In below figure 2.3 value of Drive test report values are given to the immediate level stage 

where comparing the online and offline value difference will be taken. All calculated 

values will be taken for classification to find the user position for best signal strength 

values. Classification can be done dependent on the existing data sets will be made as group 

and given for relative comparison values. Classification to be done by having KNN 

mechanism and result are recorded and will be passed to next position called final.    

 

Figure 2.3: RSRP value calculation for UE position  

While calculating distance of user from BS is calculated not only with distance 

measurement if we think about the speed of the client equipment. Base on the speed 

measurement distance value can be various. As shown in table 1.2 if more RSRP value 

signal strength value is very less. It is measured in negative sign so the measurement weight 

age is goes in decreasing order. Because of all communication devices need signal it means 

a channel used to communicate between users, the channel can be hold with user equipment 

or it is not decided based on the measured value with respect to distance value by adding 

velocity. Data terminal of mobile will be calculated based the measured values with RSRP 

values and it is updated in augmented matrix table for future working values.   

 

RSRP=RSSI – 10 LOG(12*N)………………………………(4) 

 



 

The selection process for cell regions for user equipment will be done based on 

RSRP values which can be done as shown in figure 2.4. Time stamp represented units are 

noted in every period with time gap based on RSRP. When it leads to very less value signal 

can be reduced so the user can be handover to next cell region. When it gives to line of 

sight the values will be measured in cell regions.  

 

 

Figure 2.4: Time stamp values for cell selection for User Equipment 

It is very important that channel signal strength is decided based on RSRP value 

which will be determined dependent on recipe 3, 4. It is calculated and represented in 

negative measured points. In above figure 2.4  it is having y axis values as negative sign. 

If it was more value means having signal strength as less. Here considerations are cell1 and 

cell2 which are taken as adjacent cells. It seems like one after the other, for understanding 

the scenario edge values of cell regions will be considered. In edge of cell how switching 

will be happened by user from one cell to next cell will be shown with signal dropping 

value based on RSRP. This entire mechanism is part of handoff. If this switching was done 

without call drop or call breaking, then the system quality will be measured (QoS) is good. 

With this main output unit is received value of signal power calculation place an important 

role. To keep a track of signal strength and channel availability an augmented matrix with 

two dimensions will be fixed as coordinates of axis, then it will be mapped with delta value 

in the format of matrix format. Result set Z will the range values used for channel selection. 

Distance values will be updated with the normalized formula which is used for calculating 

distance of the path in which propagation is happening between two points. 



 

  

 

 

In below figure 2.5 one strategy are shown and will give strategies of same line of 

sight path with the considered network scenario of geographical area having different home 

locations with multiple user equipment locations [14]. The RSRP values can be measured 

with the formula 4 mentioned in calculation part. Distance also considered with velocity of 

user and the LOS should consider for signal strength calculation.   To avoid this type of 

communication problems in cell regions small micro cells will be arranged to increase the 

communication mechanism as best processing methods. As we are calculating distance 

between two pints as they are in same line of sight path, with this value the communication 

efficiency can be measured. If any obstacle present between the access nodes, quality of 

experience cannot be achieved even thou by having good quality of service in 

communication model.  

 

 

Below we consider one general LOS communication system for better 

understanding in signal process. The communication will be done if we have good LOS. If 

any building which are constructed with cement are there, then the signal drops may occur 



 

or it leads to happened. These types of signal problems can be solved by dividing the entire 

macro cell region to micro level of cell regions. If we have more micro cell regions, then 

the more handoffs will be happened. To solve this issue wherever the demand is there in 

those places arranging FEMTOCELL is best method for cell coverage improvement. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Different network scenarios with distance values with LOP 

Above scenario will give good observation of cell signal coverage with different appearing 

models.  

 

 



 

2.3 Channel allocation 

 

Channel allocation of present models of mobile user or any communication device will 

be measured with models based on three parameter values. 

1. Channel availability in particular cell region 

2. Device location from base transceiver station 

3. RSRP value calculation  

Range shortage is a big problem because huge count of users in network increasing 

in today communication world. So, channel allocation is very edge research technology 

area it is available or having more work to be done. Even spectrum value range was 

increased it is not up to the mark to the user needs by considering on present technology 

world. If more communication range of spectrum channels are free in a cell region but 

based on person mobility the channel allocation to be done at different cell regions. To 

do best channel allocation three channel allocation methods are available.  

• Fixed allocation of channels in cell region 

• Dynamic allocation of channels in cell region 

• Hybrid allocation of channels in cell region 

 

 2.3.1 Fixed channel allocation of channels in cell region 

 

In the mode of constant channel allocation set of free channels at initial level will 

be assigned for one cell region, these set of same channels can be used in next or other cell 

without having channel cross talk. The reuse of channels in cell can be determined by 

utilizing formula (1). When allocated channels are fully occupied in a particular channel 

then new calls will not be allocated, it can be resulted to call blocks can be happened. For 

moving mobile user or any communication device this leads to call drop. To reduce or 

making as zero this problem in a cell region the borrowing method between cells for 

channel, process is there which can be happened like if cell assigned channels are busy the 

channel from other cell be taken with the HLR approval and control will be given to base 

transceiver station by having mobile switching center [15].  

Advantages:  



 

• Fixed channels are arranged in cell region. 

• Interference problem will not occur. 

Disadvantage: 

• Channel barrowing is a big problem. 

• Wastage of channel band width. 

• Congestion can occur. 

 

Table 2.1: Full forms used in channel allocation cognitive process 

In above table 2.1 the full forms are described which are used in communication 

technology with this table clarity of basics will be given. In fixed allocation of channels 

primary users will use channels available in cell region, secondary user has to use in 

current cell or neighbor cell channel. This entire data will be maintained in one data 

table called as concentration unit of data. This will have entire channel updating values. 



 

If any feature usage of channels can be available in that. But draw back here is updating 

list from all cell regions a coordination is difficult. When we have all users which are 

fixed to cell region then this fixed allocation method will work very effectively.  

 

Figure 2.6: fixed allocation method 

       In figure 2.6 it is showing three cell regions are arranged and channels are 

fixed in each cell region. Here cell A having 20 channels, cell B is having 5 channels and 

cell C is having 10 channels. These channels can be reused at distance of N which can be 

measured with the persons in region as number of cells crossed in same direction from 

present cluster as mentioned in variable “i”, and number of cells crossed with change in 

direction to reach final cluster where present cell channel can be used stored in variable 

“j”. With these parameter values cluster size will be calculated. 

 

2.3.2 Dynamic allocation of channel in cell regions 

 

 In allocation of dynamic approach there is no fixed allocation of available channel 

to cell region with this barrowing mechanism used in fixed method will be resolved. In this 

dynamic approach when user make a call then base station will send request to mobile 

telephone center which is having all cell region data. So, channel allocation will be done 

in dynamic approach [16]. In chapter 1 figure number 1.2 the communication model of cell 



 

regions will be used in cell region the from center pool channels will be allocated with 

dynamic approach. All assigned channel sets are in central pool having channels like 

channel1, channel2 channel3 etc. If a cell arrives or need channel, then channel will be 

assigned from pool.  

Advantages: 

• Whenever traffic is not in uniform this dynamic approach works very affectively. 

• Channels are placed or stored in resource pool it is like on storage data structure. 

• Based on requirement of user in cell channels will be allocated. 

Disadvantages: 

• Frequency reuses method not available. Pool channels are in one storage location 

from that channel allocation will be done.  

• Usage of channels in real time is difficult and will take more time for channel 

process. 

 

 2.3.3 Hybrid allocation 

 

 In this hybrid allocation method, it is combination of both fixed static method and 

dynamic method. In this mechanism first allocation can be done based on static approach 

and user requirements for communication will be done. If channels with fixed allocation 

are not available, then dynamic approach pool can be used for channel allocation. With this 

method the usage of spectrum will be increased. Reason behind this is first allocation will 

be done based on nominal approach which can be done as static method. But when one 

going calls are increased then user need more free channels for communication then 

measurements like call was initialized with existing channel or channel hole is used to be 

analyzed with vector R. Based on this value channel selection from pool can be done. 

 

2.4 Comparison among strategies 

 

In this session the comparison of channel methods will be mentioned with channel 

allocation process. Finally, over all channel allocation in cellar region will be given in 

figure 2.7. 



 

    

Figure 2.7: Channel allocation process with hybrid model 

The given process of assigning channel with fixed method will treat the free state 

new call initialization and hand off solution call allocation with same priority approach 

with that a call which under process may drop due that QoE user will not get. But in case 

of dynamic approach the allocation will be done with dynamic approach which leads to 

good allocation of free frequency range for user new call allocation and to the user which 

are under the movement and facing handoff method. So, in this approach the QoE is better 

but the QoS in missing here because channel reuse in cell region is not up to mark to do 

more affectively with pool mechanism [17]. In above figure 2.7 each cell is under control of 

Base Stations (BS) which are centrally monitored by MSC by having pool of channels used 

for Dynamic usage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


